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Experiencing Homelessness
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on behalf of the PA Department of Community and 

Economic Development (DCED)

for Eastern PA Homeless Continuum of Care

and Western PA Homeless Continuum of Care
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Overview of Point-in-Time Count

� “Point-in-Time” (PIT) = a snapshot of 

homeless population on a given night 

� Required by HUD nationally during last 10 

days of January

� Includes sheltered homeless people

� Staying in shelters or specific types of housing

� Includes unsheltered homeless people

� You will count unsheltered persons 

experiencing homelessness

As a snapshot, the PIT count does not provide all possible information about 

homelessness, but when done consistently over the years (same time of year 

with reliable methodology and high data quality standards), it does provide 

important comparative information.  

The PIT Count has 2 components:

1) The Sheltered Count

2) The Unsheltered Count

Organizations that provide shelter and housing to individuals or families 

experiencing homelessness will be providing information about the people they 

serve similar to the information you will collect tonight.
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The Unsheltered Count:  

Introduction

What does unsheltered mean?

� An individual or family staying the night in a 

public or private place not designed for or 

ordinarily used as a regular sleeping 

accommodation for human beings.  

What does count mean?

� Obtaining basic demographic information 

on each person and household

Our “count” is more than enumerating people experiencing homelessness – we also 

collect data to answer questions of “who” is homeless and “where” are they located.
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The Unsheltered Count – Why?

Why are we collecting this information?
� For planning purposes 

� To obtain an accurate picture of homelessness in this 
community

� To identify unmet needs 

� To obtain data required for funding applications

� To increase community awareness of homelessness

� To increase community and stakeholder involvement

� As a tool for advocacy

The Regional Homeless Advisory Board (RHAB) and the Continuum of Care (CoC) 

are responsible for planning for shelter, housing, and services for individuals and 

families experiencing homelessness in this community.  The RHAB and CoC are 

made up of nonprofit organizations along with local government agencies and other 

community groups concerned about homelessness, such as health care and school 

districts.  

Once finalized, the PIT data is submitted to HUD and provided to the RHAB and 

CoC to plan to meet the needs of homeless people and ultimately end 

homelessness.

In addition, PIT information must be submitted to the federal government (U.S. 

Department of Urban Development [HUD]), to the Pennsylvania Department of 

Community & Economic Development,  and to many county and city housing and 

planning departments. 
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The Unsheltered Count – When?

� HUD requires the count to be conducted 

during the last 10 days of January.

� In our county, and throughout much of 

Pennsylvania, the count is conducted the 

last Wednesday night of January.

� The night of January 28, 2015:

� Evening January 28 until early morning 

January 29

Through the Unsheltered Count, we will learn who did not sleep on the NIGHT OF 

JANUARY 28 in a place designed for or ordinarily used as a regular sleeping 

accommodation for human beings. 
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The Unsheltered Count – When?

“Street-based” count:

� Any place not meant as a wintertime 

sleeping accommodation for humans

� May be conducted the night of January 

28, and/or January 29

• January 28:  You will ask, “Where will you 

sleep tonight?

• January 29:  You will ask, “Where did you 

sleep last tonight?

Some counties carry out only a street-based count, others only service-based, and 

others do both.  

In our county, we are conducting a _________ count.

If Street Count:  This means that we are seeking out people who are sleeping in 

places not designed or ordinarily used as a regular sleeping accommodation for 

human beings.  – we will review specific locations shortly
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The Unsheltered Count – When?

“Service-based” count:

� Conducted at places providing services to 

homeless people

� Must occur during the daytime of 

January 29, 2015

• You will ask, “Where did you sleep last 

night?”

If Service Based Count:  On January 29, we will interview people at such service 

locations as soup kitchens, food pantries, health care clinics, multi-service 

agencies, or public libraries and ask them where they slept LAST night.  Specific 

service assignments will be made shortly.
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The Unsheltered Count – Who?

From whom will we collect information? 

All household types: 

� Families with children

� Couples, married and unmarried

� Single individuals

� Youth not accompanied by an adult

�May include runaways

�May include teenaged parents

“Household” is a general term used throughout these slides.  It refers to any type of 

household unit, such as families with children, married or unmarried couples, single 

individuals, and teenagers not accompanied by an adult. Each household is 

counted.  Each household is counted only once!  
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The Unsheltered Count – What?

What information are we collecting?
1. # persons in household

2. For each person in household:
� Age ● Gender                            

� Ethnicity                 ● Race
3. For each adult in household:

● Veteran Status

� length of time homeless

� # of homeless episodes

� Disability

� Domestic Violence

All of this is clearly indicated on the forms you will use to record the information.  

We will be looking at each question on the form in just a few minutes.
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The Unsheltered Count – Where?

� Streets

� Vehicles

� Parks 

� Hunting cabins

� Tents

� Campgrounds

� Barns

� Truck Stops

� Abandoned buildings

� Transportation depots

� Chicken coops

� Railroad cars

� Storage units

� Lumberyards

Where will we find families and individuals

who are homeless?

You will be assigned a particular area of the county.  Within that 

area, you will seek people staying in the following types of 

places:

Note to County Coordinators:

Explain to volunteers how your PIT committee determined locations for the 

unsheltered count, and explain how specific assignments will be made at the end of 

the training.  
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The Unsheltered Count – How?

How will we obtain the information?

1. Brief interviews – preferred

� Complete one Interview Form for each 

household

2. Observation – if interview is impossible

� Complete one Observation Form for each 

household

We prefer that everyone be interviewed if at all possible.  This provides the highest 

quality information and most complete information, because we are collecting it 

directly from the people themselves.  Interviews are short.  If you were a PIT Count 

Volunteer last year, you will notice fewer questions this year. If an interview is 

impossible because the person is sleeping, or refuses to be interviewed, or there is 

a concern about safety, then please fill out an Observation Form.  

We have two different but similar Interview Forms – one for Street Based Count and 

one for the Service Based Count.  We will go through the Interview and Observation 

Forms step-by-step in a couple of minutes.
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Interviews – Overview

� Brief interview

� Collect information about each household 

and each person in household

� Complete one Interview Form per 

household

� Do not ask for or write down anyone’s name 

– just initials

Important:  Turn in all Interview Forms to 

the person designated!

We do not ask for names, social security numbers, or any other means of 

identification that can be traced back to a specific individual or family.  The 

reason for initials is to help screen out any duplicated interviews.  This will be 

explained again in a few minutes when we look at the Interview Forms.

Notes to County Coordinator:

1)  Explain how, when, where, and to whom Interview Forms should be    

submitted!

2) If you are going to offer shelter to the people counted, or have incentive/care 

packages to distribute, explain the procedures for doing so.  You may want to 

insert a Power Point slide here. 

** If you a household identified during the unsheltered PIT count is provided with 

shelter or a hotel/motel voucher, please ensure that this is noted on that 

household’s Interview Form.  
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Interviews Step-by-Step

1. Introduce yourself by your first name and 

politely ask for 5-10 minutes of time.

2. Inform individual, “We are conducting a 

count and simple survey of people who 

are homeless.”

3. “Your participation will help provide 

better programs and services for people 

who are homeless.”

4. “Your name will not be used.”

Note to County Coordinator:

This script is also on the Interview Forms.  Hand out a blank Interview Form to your 

volunteers, so they can follow along the next several slides.
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Street-Based Interviews

1. Ask for initials only.  Do not ask for name, 

social security #, or any other information that 

could be traced back to that person.

� If person refuses to give initials, complete 

rest of interview anyway.

2. If individual refuses the interview, say “thank 

you,” and complete an Observation Form.  

3. Information you collect will be aggregated with 

other Unsheltered Count information for your 

county and region.

“Street” count is the short-hand term for counting people in any place not usually 

intended as a wintertime human sleeping accommodation.  This might not literally 

be a street, but campground, car, abandoned building, etc.  Shortly we will review 

this in greater detail, including your assigned portions of the county.

DMA uses initials along with demographic information to check for duplicated 

interviews, so please write them on the form whenever the person gives his or her 

initials.
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Service-Based Interviews

1. Ask for initials only.  Do not ask for name, 
social security #, or any other information that 
could be traced back to that person.

� If person refuses to give initials, complete 
rest of interview anyway.

2. Use the Service-Based Count Interview 
Form, not the Observations Form

3. Information you collect will be aggregated with 
other Unsheltered Count information for your 
county and region.

Service-based interviews are done at locations used by homeless people, such as 

soup kitchens, food pantries, or health clinics.  The interviews are conducted on 

January 29, asking “where did you sleep last night?” DMA uses initials along with 

demographic information to check for duplicated interviews, so please write them on 

the form whenever the person gives his or her initials.
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The Interview Form – Overview

� One Interview Form for each household.  For 
households greater than 5 people, attach a 
2nd Form.

� Ask every question.

� Ask every question as written.

� For example, not “How long have you been 
homeless?” but the exact wording of 
Questions 3 and 4.

� For example, not “What race are you?” but
the list of races in Question 5.

The next slides go through the Form question by question.
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The Interview Form – Detail

Write your county name at the top left.

Q1)  Each homeless person to be  

interviewed one time only.

Q2)  Interview persons sleeping in locations 

identified in the left-hand and middle boxes

Q3-Q4)  Ask these questions exactly as written

to obtain data on length of time homeless.

DMA will aggregate the information on a county-wide basis.  Although persons in 

the middle box are called “sheltered homeless,” please interview them. 

DMA will check for duplications with interviews done at shelters, and will separate 

their information from the “Unsheltered.”

Persons in the right-hand box are not counted as homeless for the purposes of the 

Point-in-Time, even though they might be able to obtain services from agencies that 

work with homeless individuals or families.  They do NOT need to be interviewed.
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The Interview Form – Detail

Q5)  

� Initials only, no name

� Age – Estimate if person does not reveal

� Gender – In addition to male & female, 
potential responses may include 
transgender (male to female), and 
transgender (female to male).  

� Ethnicity 

� Race – Read list out loud and check all 
that apply.  This list is from HUD.

Question 5 asks basic demographic information of every person, children as well as 

adults.  The wording of gender, ethnicity, and race are required by the United States 

Department of Housing and Urban Development.

The question on gender now includes transgender. In general, transgender means 

that the individual was born as one gender, but lives their life as another. 
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The Interview Form – Detail

Q6)  Disability, veterans status, domestic 

violence

� Ask only of persons aged 18 and over.

� Ask all questions exactly as written.

� The information is: 

�required by HUD

�used to identify gaps in service

�used to plan new services or programs

Answers to these questions are used in several ways.  

First, adults with any disability who are also homeless for long periods of time (see 

questions 3 and 4) are called “chronically” homeless and there are special housing 

programs and services for them.  

Secondly, we want to identify veterans who are homeless because there is a 

national priority to end their homelessness, again with special housing programs 

and services.  

Thirdly, this information helps the RHAB and CoC with their planning, including 

seeing where there are gaps in services and prioritizing programs to fill the gaps. 
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Interview Form – “Street” Count vs

“Service-Based” Count

Only one difference:  Q2

� Street count Interview Form – “Where 

will you sleep tonight?”

� Service-based Interview Form –

“Where did you sleep last night?”

Again, the time period for the count is exactly the same – the night of January 28 

through early morning of January 29.
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Observations – Overview

For Street Count ONLY

� Obtain information through 
observation only if an interview is not 
possible

� Consider safety of location, access to 
location, if person is asleep or 
impaired, person’s willingness to be 
interviewed

� Complete one Observation Form per 
household

Note to County Coordinator:

Show or hand out Observation Form.  Interviews give higher quality of data, but 

observed data is used also. Explain how, when, where, and to whom 

Observation Forms should be submitted!
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Observations – Overview

For Street Count ONLY

� Estimate demographic information as 
best as possible

� Important:  Turn in all Observation 
Forms to designated person!

� Information you collect will be 
aggregated with other Unsheltered 
Count information for your county.

Note to County Coordinator:

Show or hand out Observation Form.  Interviews give higher quality of data, but 

observed data is used also. Explain how, when, where, and to whom 

Observation Forms should be submitted!
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The Observation Form

Please estimate all demographic 
information as accurately as possible

� Information will be aggregated with 
Street Count 

Descriptive detail will help agencies 
identify the person

� For follow-up outreach

� Prevent counting the same 
person/household twice

Use the Observation Point in Time Survey to obtain information about individuals 

who are asleep, hostile or do not agree to be interviewed.

It is important to respect the privacy of all individuals - Do not attempt to interview 

them.
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Safety Considerations

� Be courteous and considerate

� You are entering the space or “turf” of the 

person(s) sleeping there

� A large team of people is intimidating

� If in a group, only one person should ask 

the interview questions

� No confrontations or arguments with 

belligerent or frightened person

� Do not enter unsafe areas

Note to County Coordinator:

Explain safety protocol and safeguards – for example, if police are aware of the 

count. 

Volunteers should not attempt to access locations considered to be unsafe.  This 

may include areas such as abandoned buildings, or an encampment or tent city 

unless it has been pre-determined to be safe.

We do not expect any problems or issues.
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FINALLY...

THANK YOU for

Giving your time

Caring 

Helping

Showing up!

THANK YOU FOR BEING PART OF 
THE UNSHELTERED HOMELESS 

COUNT 2015!


